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Anewconcept inslope stabilityanalysis
Unconcept nouveaudansl’anaüsede la stabilité despantes
A.Stanciu, P.Raileanu, N.Boti &I.Lungu-

Technical University “Gh. Asachi", Iasi, Romania

ABSTRACT: The present methods to approximate the slope equilibrium state are developed based on the idea of stress limit. The es
sential deficiency consists of avoiding the deformability effect of soils in initiating the landsliding process by its variability in function
of the moisture content and the uncorrelation with the preexistent stress state by self compression. Therefore new indeces are defined
lA(CT)=Tmax(cr)/An,a.x and IaXaM^max-TresiduaiVCAresiduarAmax)- the displacement indeces as soil characteristics, that linked with the mobi
lization functions of the shear strength <J>(A) and c(A) and with the soil modulus E(w) allow the approximation of the deforma
tions/displacements along the failure surface and thus, the approximation of the stability degree for the first time in terms of deformations/displacements-limit. The expounded principles are applied with priority to the gradual landslides where the blocks that lose their
stability are those upstream.
RÉSUMÉ: Les methods actuelles d’approximation de l’état d’equilibre des pantes sont été développé sur l’idée du seuil des tensions.
La déficience essentielle consiste dans l’évitation des effets de la déformabilité des sols impliqués dans le déclanchement du proces
sus du glissement par la variabilité de celle ci en rapport d’humidité et la non-corrélation avec l’état des tensions preexistent par com
pression individuelle. Pour cette cause on définit des nouveaux indices IA(<T)=TmM( a ) / A m2U< et IA’(CT)=(Tmal- i resldua|)/(A reslduarA max), les
indices du déplacement, comme des caractéristiques du sol, qui couple avec les functions de la mobilisation de la resistance de cisellement ij>(A) et c(A) et avec le module de déformation linéare E(w) du sol, permit l’approximation des déformations/déplacements le
long de la surface de glissement et par celle la, l’approximation du degré de stabilité, pour la première fois en termes des déforma
tions/déplacements. Les principes exposés sont appliqués prioritaires pour les glissements progressifs dans lesquels les blocs qui perdents leur stabilité sont celles au-dessus.
tradiction with the real diagram, corresponding to soils (Fig. 2)
where one can notice:

1 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF DEFORMABLE SOIL
SLOPES
The present methods (Fig. 1) where the block/slice are practi
cally assimilated to a brickwork allow only displacements of the
rigid body and consequently a diagram of the reduced shear
strength to a range corresponding to the available peak strength
(in) or the mobilized strength (Tfi/ F s) (Raileanu et al. 1986).
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Figure 1. Characteristic curves according to the present model (rigid
body)

This diagram, effectively considered in the stability calculation
of these two models that involve the rigid body, is in totally con-
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R f « constant

Relaxation / decom pression
Release from the accum ulated energy
Figure 2. C haracteristic curves according to the proposed model (de
formable body)
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- a B zone of deformation (no displacement) of self compression
due to the action of the upstream slices, respectively of soil
compaction, by which a gradual mobilization of the shear
strength is realized;
- an A zone corresponding to the rigid body, respectively a dis
placement similar to a ‘'sledge” on a sloped plan, characterized
by constant shear strength (xf = Trcsiduai) according to the rigid
body (Fig. 1) for which the present models (Sahuniant, Janbu)
are available;
- a C zone of transition between B and A where a relaxa
tion/decompression, respectively a release of the accumulated
energy is produced (Tmax ->Treidua|).
The size of the deformation zone B as well as the slow or the
abrupt character of the landsliding are dictated by the initial soil
compressibility on the horizontal plan, respectively by the varia
tion of this compressibility according to the precipitation level
and by their location/concentration on the slope surface.
In order to quantitatively define these issues, the problem of
the slope stability analysis is transposed from terms of forces
(present methods based on force method) in terms of deforma
tion/displacement (proposed method - displacement method) by
a similarity with those two methods corresponding to structural
engineering transposed to soil mechanics.
For a simple understanding of these issues, the sliding mass is
assimilated to a convoy of wagons (Fig. 3) located on a curved
"failure surface" (Stanciu et al. 1998) for which:
- the real compressibility of soil is taken into account by the
spring characteristics inside the “buffer” (k();
- the variability of the self weight of blocks by the precipitation
locations and concentrations (unsaturated/saturated soil) or by
artificial movements of the soil masses are taken into account by
the variation of the wagon loads (G, ... G„);
- the soil compressibility variation on the horizontal plan by
modifying the spring constant of “buffers” (ki—>kj).

Figure 4. Definition o f the displacem ent indices [¿(a) and I*’(c)

Figure 3. Intuitive model for the slope stability analysis

In order to assess the variation of the soil shear strength ac
cording to the variation of its compressibility, respectively with
its deformation/displacement the displacement indices lA(a) and
I4 ’(a) are defined (Fig. 4):

I A{cr) =tan^=4î

( 1)

for 14=00, Amax=0 - the case of the rigid block;
for I4=0. Amax*0, Tmax=0 - sliding without instantaneous friction;
for 0 <I4<ao - deformations/displacements small or large that in
duce gradual or abrupt failures;
and respectively:
T

IA=

ta n

0

=

max

— T

^ residual

residual

sigm a (kN /m *2)
(2)

^ max

Figure 5. Diagrams of variation IAand I4’ for a saturated clayey soil

for V = 0. Ai> A mM, t l=Tm„=const.;
for 0<I, <-oo, A max< A j< A rcsjdufl|, ^fesidual<'^i<'^ ITia*.
The displacements indices are functions of the a, stress on the
failure surface (Fig. 5).
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2 A NEW MODEL AND THE CORRESPONDING
PROCEDURE IN SLOPE STABILITY

k i

A

+ k „ - I ' M , - A max)]-/, -1 ,0 -A :,_ | -A ,.
(ii)

In order to quantify the possibilities mentioned above, the
wagon/block is presented (Fig. 6) of weight Gi placed on a
sloped plan of angle cti and subjected to the following forces:

• c o s ( a , -

sin o r, = 0

from which:
A, =

G , - s in o :,

• A,_, - c

o s (<

( 12)

kA

H-i,o

or, for A|>Amax:

kv/ - A I + r residual
, , •/i -1 .0 —kv/- l, -A /-I, -co sicVi: / —a /-I

/

( 13)

- G , -s i n a , = 0
from which:
A = G, - s i n g , + k ,_| • A,_, - 0 0 5 ( 0 ;, - g . _ , )

K + r rexiduarir 1 .0

- action from the upstream block on the i block, Pei.,:

P e ,_, =

• A, ->

(3 )

located at the “buffer” level of the upstream block;
- reaction of the downstream block at the action of the i block lo
cated at the “buffer” level, Pei:

P e, = k, ■A,

(4)

- shear resistance consumed at the i block level:

R ,, = Tfl ■/, ■1,0

(5)

The consumed shear resistance can be expressed for the range
of deformations/displacements 0<A,<Amax with the relationship:
£/••, =

0

(6)

for the range Amax<A|<Ar(:sldlia| with the relationship:

R l-1 = k a x - 4 ( A, - Amax ) U ' I 0

In the Equations 10, 14 the determination of the parameter Ai
is obtained by the direct procedure as long as for the Equation
12, an iterative procedure is suggested.
In the Equations 10, 12, 14 the effect o f the self weight G; is
included in the displacement indices I^ffa) and IA’f(a,) respec
tively by their determination from the diagrams presented in
Figure 5 where:
G , • CO S <2,
CT, =

(15)
/, - 1 ,0

It is therefore necessary to establish the diagrams stressdeformation/displacements (Fig. 4) for different levels of the a,
stress based on which the corresponding IAj(cTi) and IAi’(<?,) dia
grams can be expressed on each separate block.
The spring coefficients kj can be assimilated to the subgrade
moduli k;’ and thus:
k, = k ] • h; • 1,0

(16)

where hj represents the upstream or downstream height, related
to the force that is presently established, either Pen, or Pe;. The
subgrade moduli can be expressed with one of the following re
lationships (Silvan & Antonescu, 1980):

(7)
(17)

and for A i>A maJl, as it follows:
( 8)

The deformation/displacement A| o f the i block that consumes
the RFi by compressing the i block as a consequence of its deformability, respectively of its “buffer” springs can be estab
lished from the following projection equation of all forces on the
sloped plan direction. Thus, the following equations are avail
able, for 0<A|<Amax:

where Ej is the soil modulus and Mj is the oedometer modulus:

K ■A, + / A, • A, • /, • 1 .0 -

E, = M 0i ■M,

• A,_, • c o s ( a , - o r , ) (9 )

- G , -s in a , = 0
from which:
_ G, - s i n
A, = -

- A ,,, - c o s ^ , - a , . , )

k I + / .AI -A l •/ I -1 .0
for Am
ax<A.<A,
max
^residual •

1,33-M,
k, =

( 10)

(18)

(19)

with M0i are presented in the Romanian Standard 3300/2-85.
Analyzing the Equations 10, 12, 14 it results that the defor
mation/displacement A, is dependent on the soil modulus E| and
the oedometer modulus M j.
Based on the Equation 10, 12, 14 one can establish beginning
from upstream (considering for block 1 that A0 = 0) the diagrams
of the deformations/displacements along the failure surface (Fig.
7).
It results a possible diagram in steps based on which an aver
age diagram can be expressed and from that one, a diagram of
the soil pressures Pe^
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Pe, = k, ■h, ■A ,

(20)

Possible failure surface
Diagram
T T T O n -—

diagram in steps

activities and thus, to analyze the correctness of the model,
respectively to improve it.
It is noticeble that in all the presented issues, the landsliding
is regarded as a soil decompression, consequence of the self
compression and compression induced by the upstream blocks.
This fact signify that the model should be applied with priority to
the gradual lanslidings where the first that lose their stability are
the upstream blocks and not the ones downstream.
The model can be improved and completed by theoretical and
experimental case studies and respectively by introducing the
mobilized shear strength at the block frontiers.
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Figure 7. 3D displacement diagrams

The estimation of the stability on each block separately can
be achieved by the displacement values:
- if A; < A, max - the block is stable;
- if A = ALm,,x - the block is at limit equilibrium;
- i f Aj > A| max - the block is unstable - sliding;
where A i max is the deformation/displacement value for each the
peak shear strength is reached xf m„ (Fig.4).
Thus, the express of the soil mass stability may be transposed
from the force terms in terms of deformations/displacements that
can be therefore visualized by marks, respectively timedependent monitoring activities and provide an accurate com
parison calculation-real ity. One may concluded that the slope
mass is stable if the last block displacement does not exceed the
limit value (A n < A ™ ,).
A stability factor can be defined as well in terms of deforma
tions/displacements specific to an i block as the ratio between
deformations A /A max and respectively for the slope mass as the
ratio between the diagram area of the predicted displacements
and the diagram area o f the maximum necessary displacement
for a complete mobilization of the shear strength along the pre
dicted failure surface.
One can also define the stability factor Fs as the ratio between
the diagram areas At mobizKl and At capab|e (Stanciu et al. 1999):

(21)

i=l
The diagram TmobiNMd is established based on the relationship:

Tmi = a,-ta n(/> l( à l) + c, { àl )

(22)

The mobilisation functions <t>;(Ai) and C;(Aj) are established by
the procedure presented by Stanciu & Boti ( 1999).
The critical failure surface will be considered the surface for
which it results a maximum compression in the diagram area of
the maximum displacements A ^ ^ .

3 CONCLUSIONS
The presented model opens a new vision on the models
applied in stability analysis of man-made and natural slopes by
taking into account for the first time in the specific literature, the
soil compressibility as a disturbing factor in the stability of soil
masses and respectively by considering as a failure criterion the
maximum displacement. In the same time its transposing from
the stress/sectional effort terms in terms of deformations/
displacements is simple enough to visualize by monitoring
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